Using a description of a rotator in a strong static electric field the scattering of low-energy neutrons by a condensed system of polar molecules with only rotational degrees of freedom is discussed. Energy and angular differential scattering cross sections for symmetric and linear molecules are derived. It is shown in the case of symmetric molecules that there exist inelastic eGects of the same order of magnitude as freerotation transitions. A simple expression useful for the description of hindered rotation excitations is given. The cross section for water is computed and compared with measurements and existing theory.
In this paper we derive the energy and angular differential scattering cross section of a rotator using a description appropriate for polar, symmetric, and linear molecules in a condensed state. An early calculation' of the energies required for complete rotations of a water molecule in an ice-like structure has shown a large potential barrier restricting the rotation of the axis along which the permanent electric dipole moment is directed. The fundamental assumption in the present discussion is that the hindrance can be completely ascribed to a coupling between the dipole moment and a uniform and constant local electric held. This internal held presumably then represents the net effect arising from the presence of the near neighbors, and its order *Preliminary account of this work has been presented at the Brookhaven Conference on Neutron Thermalization, 1962. - (2 4) 8'rxsr= -X+ (2KB) i (2!+ l K Ml +-1) 
It is advantageous to 6rst perform the average over electric field orientation. Dependence upon this direction is made explicit by the expansion
v here primed and double primed arguments are measured with respect to the body and laboratory axes, and D,~' is the familiar rotation matrix. " The orientation of the space system (along whose Z axis E is directed) with respect to the fixed laboratory axes is speci6ed by Eulerian angles (P'0'&p'). We now make the assumption that the direction of 8 is random, and obtain after some manipulation &=2(2&) &rxu'&r x zr' gv Q~) 'P'flirt)4, s'' -zr,
In writing an explicit expression for the rotation matrix, use has been made of the small-angle approximation.
The integral S is evaluated using generating functions of Lrl~~and is valid for j and q positive or zero. Work is now underway to study the effects of small energy transitions. This investigation along with a discussion of the center-of-mass motions in liquids will be reported later. 
